
 
 
July 9, 2019 
 
 
BY ELECTRONIC FILING 
Marlene H. Dortch  
Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
445 Twelfth Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC  20554 
 
 Re: Space Exploration Holdings, LLC, IBFS File No. SAT-MOD-20181108-00083; 

SpaceX Services, Inc., IBFS File Nos. SES-LIC-20190402-00425; SES-AMD-
20190410-00520; et al. 

 
Dear Ms. Dortch: 
 

Space Exploration Holdings, LLC and SpaceX Services, Inc. (collectively, “SpaceX”)  
have opposed the petition filed by WorldVu Satellites Limited (“OneWeb”) to reconsider the order 
modifying SpaceX’s satellite system authorization and to condition the grant of the above-
referenced applications for gateway earth stations.1  In its response, SpaceX’s provided yet another 
technical analysis to refute an argument raised by OneWeb for the first time on reconsideration – 
contrary to the Commission’s procedural requirements.2 

 
In its reply,3 OneWeb did not in any way challenge the technical analysis submitted by 

SpaceX – submitting a veritable “never mind” with respect to the primary argument OneWeb 
attempted to raise on reconsideration.  Instead, OneWeb spent most of its time trying to explain 
away its failure to raise its arguments sooner and rehashing its secondary arguments.  Having failed 
to raise valid substantive arguments, OneWeb has now unfortunately resorted to introducing 
misrepresentations into the record.  Throughout this proceeding, SpaceX has patiently refuted a 
series of shifting arguments and assertions raised by OneWeb.  Now, in the hopes of putting an 
end to OneWeb’s efforts to perpetuate a never-ending cycle of regulatory filings that drain 
Commission resources, SpaceX will use this response only to yet again set the record straight with 
respect to OneWeb’s misrepresentations. 
                                                 
1  See Opposition of Space Exploration Holdings, LLC and SpaceX Services, Inc., IBFS File Nos. SAT-MOD-

20181108-00083, SES-LIC-20190402-00425 through -00427, and SES-LIC-20190402-00450, -00451, and -
00454 (filed May 28, 2019) and SES-AMD-20190410-00520 through 00525 (June 10, 2019) (“SpaceX 
Opposition”). 

2  As SpaceX pointed out, Section 1.106(c) of the Commission’s rules provides that where, as here, a petition for 
reconsideration relies on an argument not previously presented to the Bureau, it must be dismissed unless (1) the 
argument relates to events which occurred or circumstances that have changed after issuance of the order, (2) the 
argument was unknown to petitioner and could not have been known with the exercise of ordinary diligence, or 
(3) the Commission determines that consideration of the new argument is required in the public interest.  See 47 
C.F.R. § 1.106(c). 

3  See Reply of WorldVu Satellites Limited, IBFS File No.s SAT-MOD-20181108-00083, SES-LIC-20190402-
00425, SES-AMD-20190410-00520, et al. (June 24, 2019) (“OneWeb Reply”). 
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1. OneWeb’s argument that its reconsideration relies on newly-available information is 
frivolous.  OneWeb claims that it did not have sufficient time to consider the information 
in SpaceX’s earth station applications because they did not go on public notice until after 
the modification was granted.4  Yet OneWeb had more than three weeks after the original 
applications were filed before the order was issued, and the amendments (filed a week 
later) merely increased the number of antennas at each site from one to four – a change that 
should not have surprised OneWeb since its initial technical critique relied upon the 
operation of four gateway antennas at each site.  All of the information was publicly 
available for analysis – OneWeb either did not exercise the ordinary diligence necessary to 
discover this information or simply chose to ignore it.  Moreover, if OneWeb truly needed 
more time to prepare a response, it could have followed the normal course and asked for 
sufficient time to file.  Instead, OneWeb laid in wait until after SpaceX had actually 
launched the initial satellites of its system to spring these new arguments. 

 
2. OneWeb repeatedly mischaracterizes SpaceX’s arguments about the significance of Ku-

band user terminals (“UTs”) in assessing the potential for interference from these gateways.  
OneWeb distorts SpaceX’s argument as suggesting that SpaceX itself somehow believes 
its terminals will be a large source of interference.5  SpaceX has said no such thing.  To the 
contrary, SpaceX’s point was simply that the Commission already approved SpaceX’s use 
of user terminals in the Ku-band – a fact that OneWeb’s latest critiques totally ignores – 
and the addition of a small number of gateway antennas will not affect meaningfully the 
use of the band.  SpaceX’s point is a straightforward application of the Commission’s rules.  
Even without SpaceX’s modification, OneWeb’s satellites must already deal with the 
reality of millions of ground stations operating in this band and the addition of a small 
number of temporary gateways will not substantially alter operations.  If OneWeb is now 
conceding that its satellites cannot operate with other Ku-band systems already licensed by 
the Commission, perhaps OneWeb should be required to reconsider its own designs.   
 

3. OneWeb also mistakenly asserts that whenever a SpaceX gateway beam is involved in an 
in-line event with a OneWeb satellite, any terminal pointed at that OneWeb satellite would 
have to operate on a different frequency and thus would not contribute to uplink 
interference.6  OneWeb is clearly unfamiliar with the advanced technology in SpaceX’s 
system, which allows multiple UTs to point at any number of visible SpaceX satellites 
along different angles versus pointing at a single satellite as OneWeb seems to assume.  

                                                 
4  See OneWeb Reply at 4. 
5  Id. at 7. 
6  Id. at 7-8. 
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OneWeb’s unawareness of these capabilities in its pleadings is perhaps understandable, 
given the substantial limitations of its own proposed system. 

 
      Sincerely, 
 

        
 
      William M. Wiltshire 
      Counsel to SpaceX 
 
 
cc: Mariah Dodson Shuman 
 Brian Weimer 
 Susan H. Crandall 
 Jennifer A. Manner 
 


